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Abstract: In football contents, there are many services now. For example, player’s tactics analysis and production of
highlight scenes. In order to put into practice these contents, it is necessary to acquire important information from the
football videos. In this paper, we propose a method to track multiple players and ball in a football video which is captured
by monocular camera. In the case of capturing the video from a single view, there might be a lot of occluded situations
of players. To overcome this problem, we propose a robust tracking method for multiple players by combining Particle
Filter and Classifier. In order to track the ball, we try to track applying labeling and nearest neighbor algorithm. And
more, we apply perspective transformation to extract player’s position on the pitch. We show the experimental result and
effectiveness of our proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In football contents, there are many services now[1]-
[7]. For example, player’s activity analysis and produc-
tion of highlight scenes. In order to put into practice
these contents, it is necessary to acquire important in-
formation. In football games, the study about football
videos has been increased in the field computer vision,
because football player tracking is a challenging issue,
due to factors such as occlusion, camera movements and
complicated movement of the players. For the analysis of
football videos, we must obtain positional information of
players and ball. At the beginning, this works were done
manually. But, this way is time-consuming. So we’d like
to track players and ball automatically.

In the previous method, Template matching and back-
ground subtraction were the tracking techniques of foot-
ball scenes. These methods have some problems. For
instance, processing time and tracking accuracy. It is in-
adequate under complicated situations and occlusion.

These days, tracking methods habe been improved and
these techniques were applied for football video analy-
sis. Specially, Particle Filter tracking brought in great
progress[8]. This method based on object model and
move the center of gravity for the direction where the
similarity is high. It is easy to distinguish object from
background. But, if there are many objects and overlap-
ping occurrence, tracking is extremely difficult. These
techniques don’t consider the crowded actions. So, some
Particle Filter base methods have been improved for oc-
clusion problem. At first, Particle calculates two types of
feature, color and edge[9]. In this calculation, it is hard
to lose tracking object. However, this way can’t track ob-
ject we have some similar objects in frames. It is difficult
to track football players because of there are many play-
ers that wear the same uniform. So, there is a method
that track in occlusion. Dearden et al apply SIR Particle
Filter[1]. This method tracks Sample Importance Resam-
pling (SIR) Particle Filter and cares occluded situations.

However, we need to improve tracking method that care
under occluded situations.

On the other hands, there are many studies about
football video analysis. Ohta et al obtain 3D
position from various videos from different view-
points, hence player’s occlusion decreases in the video
and high accuracy tracking becomes possible[2][3].
Beetz et al propose Automated Sports Game Analysis
Model(ASPOGAMO)[4][5][6]. They can specify ”ball
possessing player”, ”all player’s positions”, ”scene un-
derstanding” and so on. Hamid et al proposed the algo-
rithm that displays movement flow of player and offside
line after tracking players and ball[7]. But, these tech-
niques have a problem of few facilities to capture football
videos.

In this paper, we present a technique to track the foot-
ball players and ball and specify player’s position on the
pitch using monocular camera. Moreover, we realize
football tactics analysis. The camera pans and brings the
players and the ball into the view, enabling to record the
whole pitch by monocular camera. Therefore, we must
track players and ball considering the camera motion and
the occlusion.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

Figure1 shows the flow of our proposed method. At
the beginning, we estimate pitch area from color informa-
tion, Hue and Saturation. We use Particle Filter to track
each football player. In order to solve occlusion prob-
lem, we detect player and resample the center of gravity
considering player’s velocity under crowded situations.
In minute ball tracking in images, we get the region in-
formation by labeling and nearest neighbor. Besides, we
project player’s point from original image to bird’s-eye
view. This method is used perspective transformation that
can specify player’s point on the pitch.



Fig. 1 Proposed method

Fig. 2 Pitch area estimation

2.1 Pitch area estimation

To restrict processing region, we estimate pitch area.
At first, we convert color space from RGB to HSV. Lawn
area is binarized by thresholding Hue and Saturation.
And then, we get upper and lower pitch area. Figure2
shows scanning binarized image and extraction upper and
lower pitch area coordinates.

2.2 Player tracking

We apply Particle Filter to track each player, and re-
sample the center of gravity by Real AdaBoost when
player’s overlap.

Particle Filter is an analyzing method based on predic-
tion[8]. This method has particles that consist of obser-
vation model and likelihood observation. Particle Filter
is effective for the player tracking. The processing steps
is shown below.

Step1 Initialization
In this step, arranging particles after specifying

player’s position by classifier. We’ll explain later how
to compose classifier.

Step2 State prediction
Linear uniform motion was applied to the observation

model of particle. Moreover, add system noise to position

and velocity to adjust irregular movement that player’s
turnabout and horizontal camera motion :

xt+1 = xt + ut + wx (1)

yt+1 = yt + vt + wy (2)

ut+1 = ut + wu (3)

vt+1 = vt + wv (4)

wherex, y are particle’s position,u, v arex and y
direction’s velocity.wx andwy are positioning noise,wu,
wv are velocity noise. The settings of positioning noise is
-5 - +5 pixels, velocity noise is -3 - +3 pixels considering
camera swing and player’s complicated movement.

Step3 Likelihood calculation
Model histogram is acquired from player at first frame.

This histogram is compared with color histogram from
around of particle. Bhattacharyya cofficient evaluates
likelihood shown below :

L =

m∑
u=1

√
puqu (5)

m∑
u=1

pu =
m∑

u=1

qu = 1 (6)

whereL is likelihood,p, q are color histogram andm
is number of bins.

Step4 Likelihood evaluation
The center of gravity is calculated this step. We calcu-

late the center of gravity shown below :

(gx, gy) = (
n∑

i=1

Lixi,
n∑

i=1

Liyi) (7)

g is the center of gravity of player.L is each particle’s
likelihood andx andy are position of particle.

Particle Filter track object iteration of Step2 - 4.
Although this method is effective for tracking individ-

ual player, it is difficult to keep tracking when the objects
have similar features to tracking object. Especially when
the same team’s players come close or occluded each
other, the color-based Particle Filter may perform poorly.
As a solution against this problem, we check the posi-
tions of the target players by referring the center of grav-
ity for each player which is calculated by a Particle Filter.
In occluded situations, we apply a Real AdaBoost[10] &
Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)[11] classifier
in order to detect the players and resample the center of
gravities. We extract 1944 dimensions HOG feature from
30× 40 pixels local area.

Decision of occlusion is based on between two play-
ers distance. We define the distance don’t violate each
Particle Filter’s effective range. Figure3 shows player
detection and center of gravities resampling considering
player’s velocity under occlusion. We obtain player’s
velocity among multiple frames. The player’s center of
gravity is decided the nearest estimation point.



Fig. 3 Flow of player tracking

Fig. 4 Projective transformation

2.3 Ball tracking

In this section, we describe the method of minute ball
tracking in images. It is difficult to track ball because the
size is approximately 3× 3 - 7× 7 pixels. Accordingly,
we evaluate ball region using labeling and correspond to
the center of gravity by nearest neighbor. This situation,
extracting number of pixels and center of gravity as re-
gion information. The binalization is calculated the same
way in section 2.1. The number of pixels are 15 - 70 pix-
els in this scene. This is the condition of spatio-temporal
ball corresponding. We stop ball tracking up to appear
again, if this tracking method loses sight of the ball.

2.4 Projective transformation

We project player’s point from original image to
bird’s-eye view (Figure4). Projective transformation con-
sists of preprocessing and projection in each frame.

As preprocessing, we correspond the sideline’s angle
to transformation matrix. The line detection algorithm
is Hough transformation from lower part of pitch area.
The average of all lines is the representation angle in the
image. The corresponding points between original image
and bird’s-eye view is acquired manually.

In each frame, we detect sideline in the same way and
specify player’s position on the pitch applying the corre-
sponding perspective matrix.

3. EXPERIMENT

We verified proposed method, player tracking, ball
tracking and perspective transformation in the real world
football game scenes. The image size is 640× 480 pix-
els. The camera operation is only swing motion. Our
proposed method runs Dell Precision T5400, Windows

XP 32bit. The PC has 3.25GB RAM.

3.1 Player tracking experiment

We compared proposed method with previous method.
This experiment verifies tracking accuracy under oc-
cluded situations. Moreover, there are two types of sit-
uation, the different team and the same team. These are
difference in that the uniform’s color is the same or not.
The success is the situation that one method don’t lose
tracking player when overlapping each other. Table 1
shows tracking accuracy, our proposed method and pre-
vious methods. ”Color” calculates only color histogram,
and ”Color + Edge” calculates combination[9] color his-
togram and shape of edge. ”SIR Particle Filter” indicates
the [1]

Table 1 Player tracking accuracy in occlusion

different team same team
Color 98 / 100 (98%) 15 / 100 (15%)
Color + Edge 99 / 100 (99%) 26 / 100 (26%)
SIR Particle Filter 98 / 100 (98%) 68 / 100 (68%)
Proposed method 98 / 100 (98%) 90 / 100 (90%)

In the case of different team occlusion, the tracking
rate is high in all method. Color based Particle Filter can
distinguish the difference of uniform’s color easily.

By contrast, previous methods can’t track in the case
of the same team occlusion. The method that only cal-
culating color histogram can’t track in the case of player
distance is close. The method of ”Color and Edge” can
track player’s approach, however, it is difficult to process
most part of occlusion. ”SIR Particle Filter” tracks con-
sidering occlusion. However, this method can’t track af-
ter the most part of occlusion in this experiment.

Our proposed method can track players successfully,
put into practice tracking rate 90%. Figure 5 shows the
previous method and proposed method tracking. Resam-
pling the center of gravity is effective for occlusion. Real
AdaBoost classifier can give center of gravities when
players separate from each other. Furthermore, we en-
able to identify player number by considering player’s
velocity. However, as for a failing situation of our pro-
posed method, many players crowd the same place. This
is not able to acquire player’s edge gradient. To solve this
problem, we’ll detect the player go out of occlusion and
identify player number later.

3.2 Ball tracking experiment

Next experiment is ball tracking. Ball position is man-
ually operated in first frame, and we give positional infor-
mation in the case of miss tracking. This experiment eval-
uates ball detection rate. Proposed and previous method
apply for 7 football game scenes, 2,000 frames. We used
Particle Filter combining color histogram + edge[9] and
Zero-mean Normalized Cross-Correlation (ZNCC)[12]
as previous method. Table 2 shows the result of ball
tracking experiment.

”Color + Edge” tracking occur miss matching in the
case of ball and player occlusion. It is difficult to calcu-



Fig. 5 Player tracking experiment

Fig. 6 Ball tracking experiment

Table 2 Ball detection rate

Success frame Detection rate
Color + Edge 636 / 2000 31.8%
ZNCC can’t track —
Proposed method 1664 / 2000 83.2%

late likelihood. The color histogram calculation is unable
to extract histogram stably. The edge shape is hard to
evaluate object shape under occlusion.

”ZNCC” matching cannot track almost all frames. The
ball template is too simple and small to calculate likeli-
hood. ZNCC is not suitable tracking method in this case.

In contrast, proposed method extracts number of pix-
els and correspond to near labeled area from previous
frame (Figure 6). For that reason, Labeling and nearest
neighbor algorithm is effective for minute ball tracking.
Area restriction works successfly no overlapping situa-
tions. Though proposed method is able to match under
crowded area, it has difficulty in overlapping most part
of the ball. To overcome this problem, we connect ball
trajectory when the ball is redetected after overlapping.

3.3 Perspective transformation experiment

We obtain player position on the pitch projecting from
original image to bird’s-eye view. Figure 7 is shown the
one of example trajectory, and Figure 8 is multi-players
position on the pitch. As a result of perspective projec-
tion, we enabled to extract trajectories on the pitch us-
ing monocular camera. The trajectories have no gap in
this experiment. And more, Table 3 shows the processing

Fig. 7 Player trajectory

time through pitch area estimation to perspective projec-
tion.

Table 3 Processing time

Processing time(ms/frame)Frame rate (fps)
4 players 36.39 27.48
11 players 47.96 20.85

From the result, we actualized the high-speed method
for football video analysis. This processing time comes
pitch area estimation, occlusion area detection and pre-
processing of projection. Pitch area estimation enable to
restrict processing area. Consequently, we can care not
only processing time but also miss detection/tracking. As
for occlusion area detection, this step suppress the classi-
fier detection area. It is effective for high-speed detection



Fig. 9 Tactics analysis

Fig. 8 Player projection

due to the classifier detection is time-consuming. Prepro-
cessing of projection bring into process decreasing. We
can get trajectories on the pitch from only angle of side-
line.

4. FOOTBALL VIDEO ANALYSIS

This step explains about ”tactics analysis”. In our
method, we enabled to acquire player and ball position
from football video and player trajectories on the pitch.
Figure 9 shows the football tactics analysis based on po-
sitional information. The bar graph shows player’s speed.
This system displays ”active” player from player’s rela-
tive speed. Moreover, our system can understand scenes,
”Ball Possessing” or ”Pass” from player and ball position.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed the players and ball track-
ing method for football movie analysis using monocular
camera. Each player tracking technique is Particle Fil-
ter. In occlusion, classifier detects players and resamples
the center of gravities. Ball tracking is applied labeling
and nearest neighbor. In order to specify player’s po-
sition on the pitch, we convert the position in image to
bird’-eye view. In addition, we realized ”tactics analysis”
with monocular camera.

Future work will be 3D ball tracking to estimate ball
position on the pitch. As for the video analysis, we’ll
accumulate a number of football scenes to analyze char-
acteristic as a team or player.
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